
After the Fukushima accident, the highest deposit of After the Fukushima accident, the highest deposit of 137137Cs in France is negligible (~ 1%) compared to that observed Cs in France is negligible (~ 1%) compared to that observed 
following the Chernobyl accident. Scavenging coefficients estimafollowing the Chernobyl accident. Scavenging coefficients estimated from ted from in situin situ measurements represent the measurements represent the 

overall effect of wet deposition processes, inoverall effect of wet deposition processes, in--cloud and belowcloud and below--cloud scavengingcloud scavenging, , withwith averageaverage values of about 5.10values of about 5.10--44 ss--11 for for 
particulateparticulate iodineiodine--131 and about 1.10131 and about 1.10--44 ss--11 for for cesiumcesium--137 and 137 and cesiumcesium--134.134.
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AfterAfter the Fukushima accident, the IRSN the Fukushima accident, the IRSN introduced quickly an introduced quickly an extended extended 
monitoring plan to estimate potential radiological consequences monitoring plan to estimate potential radiological consequences due to due to 

the passage of contaminated air masses over the French territorythe passage of contaminated air masses over the French territory.. Part of Part of thisthis
plan plan consistedconsisted in in samplingsampling rainwatersrainwaters and and aerosolsaerosols atat threethree sites (Figuresites (Figure 1) to 1) to 
measuremeasure theirtheir activityactivity levelslevels..

Wet depositions of Wet depositions of 131131I (halfI (half--life of 8 days), life of 8 days), 134134Cs (halfCs (half--life of 2,1 years) life of 2,1 years) 
and and 137137Cs (halfCs (half--life of 30,1 years) were quantified, and a particular life of 30,1 years) were quantified, and a particular 

interest focused on scavenging coefficients reflecting combined interest focused on scavenging coefficients reflecting combined effects of ineffects of in--
cloud scavenging (rainout) and belowcloud scavenging (rainout) and below--cloud scavenging (washout) of cloud scavenging (washout) of 
radionuclides.radionuclides.

Rainwater Rainwater waswas sampledsampled withwith bulkbulk collectorscollectors of 1mof 1m²² and and aerosolsaerosols withwith highhigh--flow samplers. flow samplers. ActivityActivity levelslevels in air and in air and 
water water werewere determineddetermined usingusing lowlow--background background HPGeHPGe detectors detectors afterafter twotwo differentdifferent treatmenttreatment protocolsprotocols. . CrudeCrude

rainwatersrainwaters werewere first first measuredmeasured in a in a MarinelliMarinelli beakerbeaker of 3L of of 3L of capacitycapacity priorprior to to theirtheir concentration by concentration by completecomplete evaporationevaporation
atat 7070°°C, C, assumingassuming the the removalremoval of the volatile fraction of of the volatile fraction of 131131I by I by thisthis wayway..
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44 CalculationCalculation methodsmethods for for resultsresults shownshown belowbelow are are detailleddetailled in Depuydt et in Depuydt et al.al. (2012). Dry (2012). Dry depositiondeposition for for eacheach samplingsampling
periodperiod waswas estimatedestimated and and itit waswas consideredconsidered as a first approximation as a first approximation thatthat itit couldcould bebe neglectedneglected comparedcompared to to wetwet

depositiondeposition. . Scavenging coefficients Scavenging coefficients ΛΛ (s(s--11)) for particulate radionuclides were determined and a for particulate radionuclides were determined and a parametrizationparametrization of the form of the form 
ΛΛ=a*=a*RbRb, with R the rainfall intensity, a and b specifics coefficients , with R the rainfall intensity, a and b specifics coefficients depending on the radionuclide studieddepending on the radionuclide studied, , waswas deduceddeduced. . 
ResultsResults are are summarizedsummarized in Table 1.in Table 1.
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Figure 2 : Figure 2 : ComparisonComparison of of ourour

parametrizationparametrization withwith thatthat of of JyhlJyhlää

This This parametrizationparametrization waswas comparedcompared withwith a a similarsimilar studystudy performedperformed by by JyhlJyhlää (1991) in (1991) in FinlandFinland afterafter the the ChernobylChernobyl accident accident 
(Figure 2). Our (Figure 2). Our parametrizationparametrization is in quite good agreement for rainfall intensities higher than is in quite good agreement for rainfall intensities higher than 0.1 mm.h0.1 mm.h--11 (for (for 131131I) or few I) or few 
mm.hmm.h--11 (for (for 137137Cs).Cs).

ΛΛ = 3.10= 3.10--66 * R* R2,162,16[1,1 [1,1 ±± 0,5] .100,5] .10--4410 10 -- 500500137137CsCs
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AverageAverage wetwet
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ΛΛ = 2.10= 2.10--66 * R* R2,302,308 8 –– 367367134134CsCs

ΛΛ = 5.10= 5.10--55 * R* R1,431,43197 197 –– 2830028300ParticulateParticulate 131131II

432 432 –– 3128031280Total Total 131131II
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Table 1 : Table 1 : WetWet depositiondeposition values in France and values in France and scavengingscavenging coefficientscoefficients

In comparison, after the Chernobyl accident, the highest value oIn comparison, after the Chernobyl accident, the highest value of wet f wet 
deposition of deposition of 137137Cs was of the order of 107 mBq.mCs was of the order of 107 mBq.m--²² in lowlandin lowland..
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